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Abstract
We propose an improved version of the SMO algorithm for training classification and
regression SVMs, based on a Conjugate Descent procedure. This new approach only involves
a modest increase on the computational cost of each iteration but, in turn, usually results in
a substantial decrease in the number of iterations required to converge to a given precision.
Besides, we prove convergence of the iterates of this new Conjugate SMO as well as a linear
rate when the kernel matrix is positive definite. We have implemented Conjugate SMO within
the LIBSVM library and show experimentally that it is faster for many hyper-parameter
configurations, being often a better option than second order SMO when performing a
grid-search for SVM tuning.
Keywords SVM · Conjugate Gradient · SMO
1 Introduction
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) received an enormous attention in the 1990’s,
not only because of the elegant optimization and risk minimization theories underlying them but also because
kernel SVMs provided very powerful classification and regression models that often beat the classical neural
networks at that time. However, at least in their customary Gaussian kernel formulation, they seemed to
have currently lost some of their luster, partly because their traininig and prediction costs may be too high
for the big data problems currently dominating Machine Learning (ML). This is so because the number of
Support Vectors (SVs) underlying any SVM model is usually linear with respect to the sample size. This
implies, first, that for a size N sample, Sequential Minimum Optimization (SMO), the standard training
procedure to solve the dual problem of kernel SVMs, requires Ω(N) iterations each with O(N) cost (Fan
et al., 2005). As a consequence the training cost is, at least, Ω(N2) (usually higher), even without counting
kernel operations. Besides, predicting a single new pattern will also have a O(N) cost and, thus, for big
sample size problems prediction costs may be too high. This is the case in many big volume and/or velocity
problems of today’s big data.
But, on the other hand, big data is, at the end, a moving category, defined by problem size but also by the
hardware available at a given time. In fact advances in hardware imply that problems that 5-10 years ago
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would be considered big data, are not perceived as such now, since nowadays computing nodes with RAM
sizes of up to 1 TB and above 50 cores are relatively common in research environments. This means that
quite large caches can be used in such machines and, in turn, that sample sizes about 105 patterns, even with
relatively large dimensions, can also be dealt with. In addition, model hyper-parameterization can be largely
sped up by simple core parallelization. A well-known such example would be the MNIST problem, often used
as a benchmark: it is currently far from the big data league but it is also representative of problems easily
solved today but much less so 10 years ago.
Gaussian SVMs are also much more robust than other models when facing feature collinearity, and they are
often hard to beat when the number of features is not very high (Rudin and Carlson, 2019). The standard
algorithm to solve non-linear SVMs, SMO (Fan et al., 2005), is very elegant and powerful, with simple,
analytic steps and asymptotically linear convergence when the kernel matrix is positive definite (Chen et al.,
2006).
Of course, there is a large on-going effort to adapt SVMs to big data settings. For instance, an important
component of the usefulness of Gaussian SVMs is the nonlinear projection of the original patterns in a new
space with a much larger dimension. However, when the original pattern dimension is large enough, kernels
may not be needed and one can work with linear SVMs, either solving the primal or dual problems; see for
instance Yuan et al. (2012). Training becomes much faster and large samples can be more easily handled
than in the kernel case, but the bias term b has to be dropped in order to get rid of the equality constraint it
imposes on the dual problem. In principle, dropping the offset should hamper the performance of a kernel
SVM model, but this may not be always the case (Steinwart et al., 2011). On the other hand, unless pattern
dimension is substantially high (at least in the thousands), the performance of Gaussian SVMs is usually
better than the linear ones. Here we shall consider Gaussian SVMs for both classification and regression
problems, retaining the offset.
In any case, there is a huge literature on speeding up SVM training. For instance, early attempts to provide
SVMs with online training are the well-known NORMA (Kivinen et al., 2004) and Pegasos (Shalev-Shwartz
et al., 2007) procedures. Other recent proposals include decomposing large datasets in appropriate chunks
(Thomann et al., 2017), applying multilevel techniques (Schlag et al., 2019), accelerating kernel operations
using GPUs (Ma and Belkin, 2018), approximating kernel operations using feature randomization (Rahimi
and Recht, 2007), applying budget constraints to dual training (Qaadan et al., 2019) or using low rank
kernel linearizations (Lan et al., 2019). Here we will concentrate, however, on the classical, kernel based dual
approach to SVM training, seeking to accelerate the convergence of SMO in a similar way to how standard
gradient descent has been accelerated in Deep Neural Network (DNN) training.
DNNs are currently the standard approach to big data problems. One reason for their success is the skilled
exploitation that has been made of several advances in optimization, often based in new ideas inspired by
relatively simple techniques in convex optimization. Gradient Descent (GD) can be analyzed with great
precision on a purely convex setting (Nesterov, 2004) and the same is true of variants to make it faster.
Two well-known ways to improve on GD are the Heavy Ball method, a.k.a. momentum, a slightly coarser
version of Conjugate Gradient (CG), and Nesterov’s acceleration, in itself also a momentum-like method and
routinely used for mini-batch gradient descent on DNNs. While the analysis of the application of momentum
or Nesterov’s acceleration in DNNs can only partially replicate the precision that can be achieved in a pure
convex setting, their simplicity makes it very easily to incorporate their basic ideas into other methods.
From an optimization point of view, Gaussian SVM’s dual problem is a quadratic programming problem
with a positive definite matrix in most cases, an equality constraint and many simple box inequality ones.
Moreover, SMO can be seen as a projected approximate gradient descent algorithm and its iterations have
a very simple and largely analytic structure that is amenable to a precise handling. It is thus natural to
study the possible application of some of the above convex optimization methods to accelerate SMO. We will
consider in this work a CG variant tailored to SMO.
We point out that Nesterov’s acceleration can also be easily adapted to the SMO algorithm. However, and as
discussed in Torres-Barra´n and Dorronsoro (2016b), each Nesterov iteration is considerably costlier than a
pure SMO one, and the reduction in the number of iterations in Nesterov SMO is not enough to produce
actually faster training times. Our CG variant for SMO has a much smaller overhead, resulting not only in less
iterations but also in actually fast training times that are at least competitive and often substantially faster
than plain SMO. This is the core of this work, which greatly expands a preliminary version in Torres-Barra´n
and Dorronsoro (2016a) and whose main contributions are:
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1. A detailed proposal of a Conjugate SMO (CSMO) algorithm for SVM classification and regression,
with a comprehensive complexity analysis.
2. Proofs of the convergence of CSMO for general kernel matrices and of its linear convergence for
positive definite ones.
3. A detailed time comparison between CSMO and second order SMO, based on our implementation
of CSMO inside the well-known and excellent LIBSVM library for kernel SVMs (implementation
available on GitHub1).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We will briefly review SVMs for classification and regression
and SMO in Section 2. Our CG-SMO algorithm will be described in Section 3, which also contains the
convergence proofs. Extensive experiments are presented in Section 4. The paper ends with a discussion and
pointers to further work.
2 SVMs for Classification and Regression
2.1 Primal and Dual Problems
Here we will work in the general setting introduced in Lin (2002) that encompasses both SV classification
(SVC) and regression (SVR). To begin, consider a set of triplets S = {(Xi, yi, si) : i = 1, . . . , N} with yi = ±1
and si some scalar values, and the following convex optimization problem:
min
w,b,ξ
P(w, b, ξ) = 12‖w‖
2 + C
∑
i
ξi (1)
subject to yi(w>Xi+ b) ≥ si− ξi, ξi ≥ 0, ∀i. When si = 1 this is just SVC, with C a user-specified constant.
Similarly, for a sample R = {(Xi, ti) : i = 1, . . . , N}, Eq. (1) reduces to -insensitive SV regression (SVR) if
we enlarge the sample to S = {(Xi, yi, si) : i = 1, . . . , 2N} taking yi = 1 and si = ti −  for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , and
having yN+i = −1, sN+i = −ti −  and XN+i = Xi.
Going through the Lagrangian of (1) one arrives at its dual problem
min
α
Θ(α) = 12
∑
i
∑
j
αiαjQij −
∑
i
αisi
= 12α
>Qα− s>α, (2)
where Qij = yiyjX>i Xj , and subject to the constraints
0 ≤ αi ≤ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ;
∑
i
αiyi = 0.
We shall refer to
∑
i αiyi = 0 as the equality constraint. Note that in a kernel setting we would replace the
inner product X>i Xj with a kernel function K(Xi,Xj).
2.2 Sequential Minimal Optimization
The α updates in the Sequential Minimal Optimization, SMO, are
αk+1 = αk + ρ(ylel − yueu) = αk + ρd (3)
where d = dlu = ylel− yueu is a descent vector, with ek the vector with all zeros except a 1 in the k-th entry.
We will use the notations d and dlu indistinctly, dropping the subindices when there will be no confusion.
Notice that if α′ = αk + ρd, the equality condition y>α′ = 0 clearly holds for any ρ. We have thus to choose
d and ρ. Starting with d, note that the box constraints imply that the only eligible indices (l, u) are those in
the sets
IL := {l | αl < C, yl = 1 or αl > 0, yl = −1}, (4)
IU := {u | αu < C, yu = −1 or αu > 0, yu = 1}. (5)
1https://github.com/albertotb/libsvm_cd
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In first order SMO, the indices L, U for d = dLU are chosen as
L = argmin
l∈IL
{yl(Qαk)l − ylsl}, (6)
U = argmax
u∈IU
{yu(Qαk)u − yusu}; (7)
observe that then dLU · ∇Θ(αk) = yL(Qαk)L − yLsL − yU (Qαk)U + yUsU < 0 and dLU is thus a descent
direction.
Next, we have to choose ρ. It is easy to see that the unconstrained gain on Θ going from αk to α′ = αk + ρd
can be written as
Θ(αk)−Θ(α′) = −12ρ
2 d>Qd− ρd>(Qαk − s) = Ψ(ρ), (8)
which has a maximum provided d>Qd > 0. Now the unconstrained maximum of Eq. (8) is obtained by
solving Ψ′(ρ) = 0, which results in
ρ′ = −d
>Qαk − d>s
d>Qd = −
d>∇Θ(αk)
d>Qd ; (9)
When this is inserted back in Eq. (8), the dual gain becomes
Θ(αk)−Θ(α′) = 12
(d>(Qαk − s))2
d>Qd
= 12
(yL(Qαk)L − yLsL − (yU (Qαk)U − yUsU ))2
d>Qd . (10)
To get the optimum constrained step ρ∗ we clip ρ′ as
ρ∗ = max{min{ρ′, −yL(C − αL), yU (C − αU )}, yLαL, −yUαU}, (11)
yielding the final SMO updates
αk+1L = αkL + yLρ∗, α
k+1
U = αkU − yUρ∗. (12)
Obviously, the first order L,U choices maximize the numerator in Eq. (10); however, they also influence the
denominator d>LUQdLU . The second order SMO updates exploit this by choosing L as in Eq. (12) but,
once fixed, U is selected as
U = argmax
u∈IU
{
(yL(Qαk)L − yLsL − (yu(Qαk)u − yusu))2
d>LuQdLu
}
. (13)
The resulting dLU gives again a descent direction but now with a larger unclipped gain on Θ. In other words,
dLU is a simple proxy of the full gradient ∇Θ(αk) that yields a greater gain. We shall use later on the
notations dLU = d(αk) = dk and also
∆(αk) = yU (Qαk)U − yUsU −
(
yL(Qαk)L − yLsL
)
= −∇Θ(α) · dLU .
A consequence of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for the SVM primal and dual problems is that
α is a dual optimum if and only if ∆(α) ≤ 0. Hence, if ∆(α) > 0, there is at least one pair l, u that violates
this minimum condition; in particular, the L,U chosen for the first order SMO iterations are called a maximal
violating pair. The SMO iterates continue until some stopping condition is met; the usual choice is to have
∆(αk) < KKT for some pre-selected KKT tolerance KKT. The whole procedure is summarized in Algorithm
1.
2.3 Cost and Convergence of SMO
The cost per iteration of SMO is determined by the choice of L and U , and the update of the gradient ∇Θ(αk).
Selecting U requires 2N products, with N being the sample size. To compute the gradient efficiently just
note that
∇Θ(α+ ρd) = Q(α+ ρd)− s = ∇Θ(α) + ρQd
= ∇Θ(α) + ρ(yLQL − yUQU ), (14)
4
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Algorithm 1: Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)
Input :α = 0 ∈ Rd and C
while stopping condition not met do
Select working set (L,U) using (6), (13)
Compute unconstrained stepsize ρ as in Eq. (9)
Clip the stepsize if necessary as in Eq. (11)
αL ← αL + yLρˆ∗
αU ← αU − yU ρˆ∗
Update the gradient at α
end
where Qk is the k-th column of the matrix Q. Thus, a vector with the current gradient is maintained during
the optimization and updated with a cost of N products. In total, 3N floating point products are needed for
each SMO update.
For a general positive semidefinite kernel matrix Q, the dual problem (2) does not have a unique solution,
but the sequence αk of either first or second order SMO iterates has a subsequence that converges to a dual
minimum α∗; see Fan et al. (2005) and Chen et al. (2006) for details. However the primal problem (1) has
a unique minimum w∗ and, when formulated in the reproducible Hilbert kernel space (RKHS) H induced
by the kernel K, the sequence wk =
∑
p α
k
pypΦ(Xp) ∈ H derived from the entire SMO iterate sequence
converges to w∗, where Φ(X) denotes the mapping induced by K of the initial X patterns into the RKHS H;
see Lo´pez and Dorronsoro (2012).
When Q is positive definite, there is a unique dual minimum α∗, the entire SMO sequence αk tends to α∗
and linear covergence of SMO has been proved under different assumptions (see for instance List and Simon
(2007)). We shall consider here the non-degeneracy condition in Fan et al. (2005). Let
H = {q : yq(w∗ ·Xq + b∗) = sq}; (15)
then sq = yq(w∗ ·Xq + b∗) = (Qα∗)q + yqb∗, i.e., yqsq = yq(Qα∗)q + b∗ for all q ∈ H and, therefore,
∆(αk) = yU (Qαk)U − yL(Qαk)L − (yUsU − yLsL)
= yU (Qαk)U − yL(Qαk)L − (yU (Qα∗)U − yL(Qα∗)L)
= −(αk −α∗) ·QdLU . (16)
The non-degeneracy condition is q ∈ H if and only if 0 < α∗q < C. Then, it is shown in Chen et al. (2006),
Theorem 6, that for the first order SMO iterates, there is a K > 0 and c, 0 < c < 1, such that for all k ≥ K,
Θ(αk+1)−Θ(α∗) ≤ c(Θ(αk)−Θ(α∗)).
We point out that Theorem 6 in Chen et al. (2006) considers more general SMO iterates but not second order
ones.
3 Conjugate SMO
3.1 Conjugate Directions for SMO
Recall that SMO updates are of the form αk+1 = αk + ρkdk where dk = yLeL − yUeU and (L,U) are the
indices selected by the SMO procedure described in Section 2.
Following Torres-Barra´n (2017), we replace the descent direction dk by an appropriate conjugate direction
pk, αk+1 = αk + ρkpk with
pk = dk + γkpk−1 (17)
and where dk is chosen as in standard first or second order SMO at αk. If the preceding pk−1 verifies∑
yip
k−1
i = 0, then ∑
yip
k
i =
∑
yi(dki + γkpk−1i ) = 0
and the new αk automatically verifies the linear constraint, i.e.,∑
yiα
k+1
i =
∑
yiα
k
i + ρk
∑
yip
k
i = 0.
5
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Now, assume for the time being that γk and the conjugate direction pk have been chosen; we then find the
unconstrained ρk factor by minimizing Θ along pk. Let gk = ∇Θ(αk) = Qαk − s be the gradient of the
SVM objective function at αk; then we have
∂
∂ρ
Θ(αk + ρpk) = ρpk ·Qpk + pkQαk − pk · s
= ρpk ·Qpk + pk(Qαk − s)
= ρkpk ·Qpk + gk · pk.
Writing pk in terms of pk−1, we solve ∂∂ρΘ(αk + ρpk) = 0 by taking
ρ∗k =
−gk · pk
pk ·Qpk =
−gk · (dk + γk · pk−1)
pk ·Qpk =
−gk · dk − γkgk · pk−1
pk ·Qpk . (18)
If the previous line minimization along pk−1 has been unclipped, i.e. we have αk = αk−1 + ρk−1pk−1, then
αk is the optimum of Θ along the line αk−1 + ρpk−1 and hence ∇Θ(αk) and pk−1 are orthogonal, i.e., the
following condition must hold:
gk · pk−1 = 0. (19)
We will call Eq. (19) the first orthogonality condition. As a consequence,
gk · pk = gk · dk + γkgk · pk−1 = gk · dk < 0,
i.e. pk is a descent direction, since so is dk. Besides, Eq. (18) simplifies to
ρ∗k = −
gk · dk
pk ·Qpk , (20)
and is easy to see that the unconstrained gain in Θ is now
Θ(αk)−Θ(α′) = 12
(gk · dk)2
pk ·Qpk . (21)
Just as before, our choice of dk may maximize the numerator but now we can further maximize on this gain
by choosing γk to minimize the denominator pk ·Qpk. Writing it as a function of γ, we have
φ(γ) = (dk + γpk−1) ·Q(dk + γpk−1),
φ′(γ) = 2(dk ·Qpk−1 + γpk−1 ·Qpk−1);
thus, solving φ′(γ) = 0 yields
γ∗k = −
dk ·Qpk−1
pk−1 ·Qpk−1 . (22)
Now it is easy to see that this choice results in pk · Qpk−1 = 0; we will call this equationthe second
orthogonality condition. Plugging this γ∗k estimate into the pk vector in the denominator of Eq. (21), it
becomes
pk ·Qpk = dk ·Qdk − (d
k ·Qpk−1)2
pk−1 ·Qpk−1 = ‖d
k‖2Q
(
1− (d
k ·Qpk−1)2
‖dk‖2Q‖pk−1‖2Q
)
where we use the notation ‖u‖2Q = u ·Qu. Therefore, we can write the unclipped gain in (21) as
Θ(αk)−Θ(α′) = 12
(gk · dk)2
‖dk‖2Q
(
1− (dk·Qpk−1)2‖dk‖2Q‖pk−1‖2Q
) . (23)
Since dk ·Qpk−1 ≤ ‖dk‖Q‖pk−1‖Q, it follows that the unclipped CSMO gain in Eq. (23) is always larger
than the unclipped SMO gain in Eq. (10) at αk.
We can summarize now our conjugate SMO updates. If the iteration ending in αk along pk−1 has not been
clipped, we:
1. update pk from pk−1 using Eq. (17) and then γk using Eq. (22),
2. compute ρk and α′ using Eq. (20) and, finally,
6
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Algorithm 2: Conjugate SMO (CSMO)
Initialize :α0 = g0 = 0,p−1 = q−1 = 0, δ−1 = 1
1 while stopping condition not met do
2 Select working set (L,U) using (6), (13)
3 Compute the kernel matrix columns QL and QU , if not previously cached
4 γk = (yUqk−1U − yLqk−1L )/δk−1
5 pk = dk + γkpk−1
6 qk = yLQL − yUQU + γkqk−1
7 δk = yLqkL − yUqkU
8 Compute ρk as in (27) and clip it if needed
9 αk+1 = αk + ρkpk
10 gk+1 = gk + ρkqk
11 if ρ˜k was clipped then
12 qk = pk = 0
13 δk = 1
14 end
15 end
3. check whether α′ satisfies the box constraints
0 ≤ α′i ≤ C
and, if not, clip ρk accordingly to get the final ρk and to arrive at αk+1.
We point out that having to clip the αk+1 update implies that we have hit the boundary of the box region.
When this happens, we will simply reset pk to 0 after the update, as keeping the current conjugate direction
may lead to further boundary hits. We will then have pk+1 = dk+1 at the new iteration, which becomes a
standard SMO update.
3.2 Efficient Conjugate SMO
At first sight, the possible advantages of working with the conjugate directions may be offset by their cost, higher
than that of the SMO iterations. However, working with the SMO descent directions dLU = yLeL − yUeU
greatly simplifies these computations. For this, we will keep an auxiliary vector q = Qp and constant
δ = p ·Qp that we will update at each iteration and use them to simplify the computation of the other
elements as follows:
γk = − d
k ·Qpk−1
pk−1 ·Qpk−1 = −
dk · qk−1
δk−1
= yUq
k−1
U − yLqk−1L
δk−1
,
(24)
qk = Q(dk + γkpk−1)
= yLQL − yUQU + γkqk−1,
(25)
δk = pk ·Qpk = dk ·Qpk = dk · qk
= yLqkL − yUqkU ,
(26)
ρk =
−gk · dk
δk
= yUg
k
U − yLgkL
δk
, (27)
where Qj denotes Q’s jth column. Note that using Eq. (25) the gradient can be efficiently updated as
gk+1 = ∇Θ(αk + ρkpk) = Qαk + ρkQpk − s = gk + ρkqk. (28)
The pseudocode for the conjugate version of SMO is shown in Algorithm 2. Regarding the clipping of ρk, we
need a value that ensures 0 ≤ αkj + ρkpkj ≤ C for all j. Let us define the index sets
Pk+ =
{
i
∣∣ pki > 0} and Pk− = {i ∣∣ pki < 0}.
7
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Thus, to make sure that the following inequalities hold
0 < ρk ≤ C − α
k
i
pki
if i ∈ Pk+,
0 < ρk ≤ − α
k
i
pki
if i ∈ Pk−,
we take the new ρk as min{ρk, ρ+, ρ−}, where
ρ+ = min
{
C − αki
pki
∣∣∣∣ i ∈ Pk+}, ρ− = min{−αkipki
∣∣∣∣ i ∈ Pk−}.
We finish this section discussing the computational cost of the conjugate SMO updates. If Np and Nq denote
the number of non-zero components of p and q respectively, the cost in products of each iteration is
1. 2N products in line 2 of Algorithm 2 when selecting L and U ;
2. Np products to update p in line 5, to update α in line 9, and to compute a clipped ρk in line 8;
3. Nq products to update q in line 6 and
4. N products to update the gradient g in line 10.
We expect Nq ' N but Np should coincide with the number of non-zero components in α; this number
should be  N and, similarly, we should have Np  N . Thus a conjugate iteration should theoretically add
a cost of
3N +Nq + 3Np ' 3N +Nq ' 4N,
in contrast with 3N for a standard SMO iteration. Therefore, CSMO should lead to a faster training if the
number of SMO iterations is more than 4/3 the number of CSMO ones. In any case, note that the cost of the
iterations in which a non-cached kernel column matrix has to be computed will require a much larger N × d
number of products when working with patterns in a d-dimensional space or even more in a kernel setting.
Thus, in the starting iterations the cost of the SMO and conjugate SMO would be dominated by the much
larger cost of computing the required Q columns.
3.3 Convergence of Conjugate SMO
We show first the convergence of CSMO.
Proposition 1. There is a subsequence of CSMO iterates that converge to a dual minimum.
Proof. We adapt the argument for SMO given in Lo´pez and Dorronsoro (2012). Let us denote by U and U˜
the U choices of first and second order SMO (the L choices coincide). First, observe that since the second
order gain is larger than the first order one, we must have
(gk · dk
LU˜
)2
‖dk
LU˜
‖2Q
≥ (g
k · dkLU )2
‖dkLU‖2Q
= ∆(α
k)2
‖dkLU‖2Q
.
As a consequence, for an unclipped CSMO iteration it follows from Eq. (23) that
Θ(αk)−Θ(αk+1) ≥ 12
(gk · dk
LU˜
)2
‖dk
LU˜
‖2Q
≥ 12
∆(αk)2
‖dkLU‖2Q
≥ κ∆(αk)2, (29)
with 1/κ an upper bound of 2‖dkLU‖2Q. Now, it is shown in Lo´pez and Dorronsoro (2012) that there is a
maximum number M ′ of consecutive clipped SMO iterations. Since we restart CSMO with a plain SMO
iteration after a clipped CSMO one, a sequence of m consecutive clipped CSMO iterations is made of a single
CSMO one and m− 1 clipped SMO iterations afterwards. Thus, there is a maximum number M = M ′ + 1 of
consecutive clipped CSMO iterations. In particular, there must be a subsequence kj of unclipped CSMO
iterations and, since the Θ(αk) sequence is decreasing and bounded from below, it follows from (29) that
∆kj = ∆(αkj )→ 0.
Now, since the subsequence αkj is bounded, it contains another subsequence, which we will also denote as
αkj , which converges to a feasible α. Assume α is not a dual minimum, i.e., ∆ = ∆(α) > 0, and let L,U be
8
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a most violating first order SMO pair for α; then, as shown in Lo´pez and Dorronsoro (2012), Proposition 4,
there is a K0 such that for all kj ≥ K0, L,U is an eligible pair for αkj and, also,
|yq∇Θ(αkj )q − yq∇Θ(α)q| ≤ ∆4 . (30)
We now have
∆kj ≥ yU∇Θ(αkj )U − yL∇Θ(αkj )L
≥ yU∇Θ(α)U − yL∇Θ(α)L − 2∆4 = ∆(α)−
∆
2 =
∆
2 ,
where the first inequality follows from the eligibility of L,U for αkj and the second from (30). But
∆kj ≥ ∆/2 > 0 contradicts ∆kj → 0. Thus, ∆(α) ≤ 0 and the sequence αkj converges to the dual minimum
α.
Observe that the above proof works when using in CSMO either first or second order SMO updates. An
easy consequence of this is that Θ(αkj ) → Θ(α) and, thus, the entire sequence Θ(αk) converges to the
dual minimum. Moreover, and as pointed out for SMO, the sequence wk =
∑
q α
k
qyqΦ(Xq) converges to the
unique primal minimum w∗. We will show next linear convergence of first order CSMO updates assuming Q
to be positive definite and the same non-degeneracy condition used for linear convergence in SMO.
Proposition 2. Assume Q to be positive definite and the non-degeneracy condition that q ∈ H if and only if
0 < α∗q < C, with α∗ the unique dual minimum and H defined in (15). Then, when using first order SMO
updates, the entire CSMO sequence αk converges linearly to α∗.
The arguments below rely on the ideas in Section 5 of Lo´pez and Dorronsoro (2015). The key result is the
following.
Proposition 3. Under the previous assumptions, there is a η > 0 and K such that for all k ≥ K,
(αk −α∗)>Qd(αk) ≥ η‖αk −α∗)‖Q ‖d(αk)‖Q. (31)
Once Proposition 3 is proved, the proof of Proposition 2 follows by easy modifications of Theorems 4 and 5
in Lo´pez and Dorronsoro (2015). We prove Proposition 3 next.
Proof. Let w∗ be the primal minimum and consider, besides H, the index sets
O = {q : yq(w∗ ·Xq + b∗) < sq},
B = {q : yq(w∗ ·Xq + b∗) > sq}.
A consequence of the convergence of the primal CSMO iterates to the primal minimum w∗ is that there
is a K0 such that for all k ≥ K0, αkq = 0 if q ∈ O and αkq = C if q ∈ B. This can be proved along the
lines of Theorem 1 in Lo´pez and Dorronsoro (2015). A first consequence of this is that
∑
O α
k
pyp = 0 and∑
B α
k
pyp = C
∑
B yp for all k ≥ K0 and, also, for α∗. Moreover, and again for all k ≥ K0, the indices L,U
for the SMO updates at αk must be selected over the pairs (l, u) ∈ H ×H. From now on, we will sometimes
write d(αk) instead of dk for a clearer understanding.
If (31) does not hold, we must have
lim inf (α
k −α∗)>Qd(αk)
‖αk −α∗)‖Q ‖d(αk)‖Q = 0.
Write vk = αk−α∗‖αk−α∗‖Q ; then ‖vk‖Q = 1 and there is a subsequence kj such that vkj ·Qd(αkj )→ 0. Moreover,
since the vkj and d(αkj ) sequences are bounded, we can find a new subsequence, which we also denote as kj ,
such that vkj → v and d(αkj )→ d for some appropriate v and d. Furthermore, since the d(αkj ) only have
two nonzero ±1 components, the same must be true for d; thus we can assume d(αkj ) = d = dL,U for some
L,U ∈ H ×H and for all kj > K0.
We will show next that such a v must be 0, contradicting that ‖v‖Q = lim ‖vkj‖Q = 1. Now, the convergence
of the αk to α∗ and the non-degeneracy assumption imply that for some K1 and all k ≥ K1, we have
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0 < αkq < C for all q ∈ H. It thus follows that any pair (p, q) ∈ H×H is eligible for any αkj . But since L,U
is a maximum violating pair at αkj , this implies
−(αkj −α∗)>Qdpq = ∆(dpq) ≤ ∆(αkj ) = −(αkj −α∗)>Qd(αkj ),
where, in a slight abuse of the notation, we write ∆(dpq) = ∇Θ(αk) · dpq and we have used (16) in the last
equality. Taking limits, we would have
−v>Qdpq = lim −vkj ·Qdpq ≤ lim −vkj ·Qdkj = −v>Qd = 0,
or, in other words, yq(Qv)q − yp(Qv)p ≤ 0 for all (p, q) ∈ H ×H. But reversing the roles of p and q, this
also implies yq(Qv)q = yp(Qv)p; in other words, there is a ν 6= 0 such that (Qv)q = ν = yqν for all q ∈ H
such that yq = 1, and, similarly, (Qv)q = −ν = yqν for all q ∈ H such that yq = −1.
We finish the proof by showing that the preceding implies (αkj−α∗)·Qv→ 0. First, takingK2 = max(K0,K1),
since αkjq −α∗q = 0 if q ∈ O ∪ B, we must have
(αkj −α∗) ·Qv =
∑
q∈H
(αkjq −α∗q)(Qv)q = ν
∑
q∈H
(αkjq −α∗q)yq
for all kj ≥ K2. But we also have
∑
q α
kj
q yq = 0, i.e.
0 =
∑
q∈O∪B∪H
αkjq y
q = C
∑
q∈B
yq +
∑
q∈H
αkjq y
q,
and, similarly,
0 =
∑
q∈O∪B∪H
α∗qy
q = C
∑
q∈B
yq +
∑
q∈H
α∗qy
q.
But this implies
0 =
∑
q
αkjq y
q −
∑
q
α∗qy
q =
∑
q∈H
(αkjq −α∗q)yq
and, therefore 0 = (αkj − α∗) ·Qv, which implies 0 = vkj · Qv and, taking limits, 0 = v ·Qv = ‖v‖Q, a
contradiction that ends the proof of Proposition 3.
4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets and CSMO Implementation
The goal of this Section is to empirically compare the running times of standard second order SMO and its
conjugate gradient counterpart over 12 relatively large classification and regression datasets and various C, γ
and  configurations.
Dataset n d n+ n−
adult8 22 696 123 5 506 17 190
web8 49 749 300 1 479 48 270
ijcnn1 49 990 22 4 853 45 137
cod-rna 59 535 8 19 845 39 690
mnist1 60 000 784 6 742 53 258
skin 245 057 3 50 859 194 198
(a) Classification.
Dataset n d
abalone 4 177 8
cpusmall 6 143 12
trajectory 20 000 297
cadata 20 640 7
year 46 215 90
ctscan 53 500 385
(b) Regression.
Table 1: Number of observations (n), dimensions (d) and class ratios (n+, n−) for the datasets considered.
The datasets used for the experiments are summarized in Table 1. All of them can be found in LIBSVM’s
data repository, except from ctscan, year (UCI Machine Learning Repository2), and trajectory, mnist1
2http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml
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(Machine Learning Dataset Repository3). The MNIST database consists on 28× 28 images of handwritten
digits that have been preprocessed and normalized. Since it is a multi-class classification problem we use here
the binary version that tries to distinguish the number 1 from the rest. We choose these datasets since they
offer a wide variety of sample sizes and dimensions. We have run our experiments in Intel Xeon E5-2640
computer nodes with 2.60 GHz, 8 cores and 32 GB RAM. Note that on such machines kernel SVMs are
probably not going to scale well with sample sizes above 100K–200K.
For second order SMO we will use the C++ implementation in the LIBSVM library. We have implemented
conjugate SMO versions for C-SVC and –SVR inside the same C++ LIBSVM code, and it is freely available
on Github4. The LIBSVM cache works perfectly with these options as well as most of the other options for
running LIBSVM. However, our Conjugate SMO implementation is not adapted to shrinking. We have also
not tested the probabilistic estimates for classification. Actual time comparisons are presented in Section 4.3
but before this we address in the next Subsection the effect of the cache in LIBSVM performance.
4.2 Cache Effects
SVM training times depend obviously on the number of iterations needed to achieve a desired tolerance but
also on the times each iteration requires. These times are not homogeneous as they depend on the number of
kernel operations (KOs) to be done at each iteration. To minimize on this LIBSVM implements a cache where
KO results are stored and retrieved when needed, provided of course they have been previously performed
and are stil in the cache. This has a large influence on iteration time and, hence, on the overall SVM training
times.
Therefore, cache size may have an important influence when comparing standard and conjugate SMO times.
Since at each iteration conjugate SMO gives a larger decrease to the dual function, it requires less iterations
than standard SMO. If the cache is small, many of these iterations will require KOs. In turn, they will
dominate iteration times giving an advantage to the method requiring less iterations (presumably, conjugate
SMO).
However, if a large cache is used, it is usually filled in the initial iterations which update at most two rows
per iteration. This implies that standard and conjugate SMO will need a similar number of slower iterations
to fill the cache and that the overall training time is likely to be dominated by that of the initial cache filling
iterations. This implies that since subsequent iterations will be much faster, the advantage of the method
requiring less iterations is likely to be smaller. In summary, when cache sizes are rather small, conjugate
SMO should have clearly better running times but things should even up with large caches.
We illustrate these effects over the adult8, web8, cpusmall and trajectory datasets, using LIBSVM’s
default values of KKT = 0.001 for the termination criterion tolerance and of γ = 1/d for the kernel width;
features were individually scaled to [−1, 1] range. Then, for every dataset we measure execution times for
C = 10, 100, 10 000 and seven different cache sizes, 1, 50, 100, 500, 1 000, 5 000 and 10 000 MB. Every C and
cache size combination was run 10 times and we repeated this procedure 3 times. At the end we computed
the average of the 10 runs and for every value took the minimum of the 3 repetitions.
Execution times in seconds together with the relative difference is given in Table 2 for every C and cache size
values and all datasets. Comparing CSMO to standard SMO we can see that it is usually faster for smaller
caches and larger C values. The same results are also depicted in Fig. 1. The conclusions from both table
and figure essentially agree with our previous discussion. First, as it was expected, execution times decrease
as cache sizes increase, since more kernel rows can be stored and reused with the larger caches. Second,
conjugate SMO performs better when caches are small, particularly in the longer training times arising with
the stronger C = 100 regularization. However, there is a critical value for the cache size from which larger
values offer no improvement. This upper limit for the cache size depends on the final number of support
vectors which, in turn, depends on the C and γ values and, of course, sample size. This critical value makes
possible to store all the support vectors and lies between 100 and 500 MB for all our datasets (the LIBSVM
default cache size is 100 MB).
In any case, while RAM memory above 100 GB is not uncommon on rack blade servers, it may be very well
the case that several SVMs have to be trained in parallel. A common such case is crossvalidation-based
hyper-parameter searches, where a number of models well above 100 may have to be tested. In such a
situation working with, say, 1 GB caches may not be feasible.
3http://mldata.org
4https://github.com/albertotb/libsvm_cd
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Figure 1: Execution time as a function of the cache size comparison between SMO and CSMO for the adult8,
web8, trajectory and cpusmall datasets and different C values.
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Time (s)
C = 1 C = 100 C = 10 000
Dataset Cache SMO CSMO SMO CSMO SMO CSMO
adult8 1 5.52 5.29 100.39 62.47 6 216.00 2 619.61
50 4.83 4.43 26.10 21.49 3 512.05 1 908.27
100 4.31 4.42 12.70 11.41 2 405.84 1 350.65
500 4.24 4.37 9.23 8.34 318.93 211.85
1 000 4.07 4.22 8.67 7.82 305.88 197.70
5 000 4.05 4.04 8.68 7.83 306.33 196.32
10 000 3.96 4.04 8.67 7.82 305.95 196.20
cpusmall 1 1.36 1.10 68.83 47.95 2 960.25 2 066.70
50 0.64 0.59 22.12 16.96 944.43 773.95
100 0.64 0.58 22.08 16.89 916.96 710.93
500 0.63 0.59 22.08 16.91 913.41 710.99
1 000 0.63 0.58 22.08 16.91 913.43 711.76
5 000 0.64 0.59 22.09 16.88 913.38 711.64
10 000 0.65 0.59 22.10 16.92 913.35 711.00
trajectory 1 2.37 2.03 68.93 54.81 1 765.73 1 114.29
50 0.74 0.74 32.32 26.69 721.16 529.22
100 0.74 0.75 10.96 10.78 747.45 514.02
500 0.75 0.75 6.52 6.58 120.86 89.50
1 000 0.74 0.74 7.17 6.64 79.48 58.08
5 000 0.75 0.74 6.25 6.18 76.44 60.82
10 000 0.74 0.73 6.41 6.28 74.66 58.25
web8 1 5.11 4.91 52.33 46.86 356.63 411.22
50 3.53 3.54 22.78 23.27 228.59 207.61
100 3.37 3.46 6.22 6.87 143.66 138.97
500 3.06 3.16 3.93 4.36 17.98 20.08
1 000 3.01 3.09 3.94 4.36 18.28 19.52
5 000 3.00 3.09 3.94 4.37 18.20 19.58
10 000 3.00 3.10 3.94 4.35 17.99 19.27
Table 2: Execution time for the adult8, web8, cpusmall and trajectory datasets and different cache sizes.
4.3 Time Comparisons for Different Hyper-parameter Configurations
Next we will perform time comparisons for standard and conjugate SMO over a wide variety of C, γ and 
values, again over the problems in Table 1. In fact, hyper-parameter search is the costliest task when setting
up an SVM model. We will perform our timing experiments on one such grid search scenario, using the
hyper-parameter values considered in Fan et al. (2005). For classification they work with equi-logartihmically
spaced C and γ values. More precisely, C ranges from 2−5 to 215 with increments of 2 in the log2 scale, that
is, 2−5, 2−3, . . . , 213, 215. Similarly γ ranges from γ = 2−15 to γ = 23, again with log2-scaled steps of 2. This
gives a total of 11× 10 = 110 (C, γ) pairs.
For regression the γ ranges are retained, the C range is reduced to [2−1, 2−15] (log2-scaled steps of 2) and
the  hyper-parameter ranges from 2−8 to 2−1, now with log-scale increments of 1 (Fan et al., 2005). This
would result in a large 9× 10× 8 = 720 number of models to be considered. To reduce this, in our regression
experiments we will skip the top C = 213, 215 and bottom γ = 2−13, 2−15 values of the C and γ ranges.
The final number of grid points is hence 7× 8× 8 = 448, two-thirds of the original size. Note that we are
performing 5-fold cross validation, and therefore the total number of models to be fitted by either standard
or conjugate SMO is 5 times the number of grid points, i.e., 550 for classification and 2 240 for regression.
Finally, and according to our previous discussion, we are going to use two values for the size of the cache, a
somewhat small 100 MB, where conjugate SMO should have an advantage, and a larger 1 GB, where both
methods would be in a more balanced footing. Recall that, as it can be seen in Fig. 1, there is almost no time
improvement when having a cache size larger than 1 GB. The convergence tolerance will by KKT = 0.001 in
all cases. Finally, for each dataset, cache size and hyper-parameter configuration we compute the relative
13
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time difference between SMO and Conjugate SMO,
RTD = Time(SMO)− Time(CSMO)Time(SMO) × 100.
Hyp. (log2) Accuracy (%) Time (h)
Dataset C∗ γ∗ SMO CSMO Cache SMO CSMO RTD
adult8 11 −9 84.44 84.44 100 13.12 8.73 33.49
1 000 3.32 2.45 26.23
cod-rna 15 −11 94.74 94.75 100 93.59 51.36 45.13
1 000 61.73 29.91 51.54
ijcnn1 5 1 98.85 98.85 100 2.76 2.60 5.53
1 000 1.54 1.51 1.65
mnist1 1 −7 99.81 99.81 100 604.17 543.35 10.07
1 000 491.66 410.27 16.55
skin 5 −5 99.97 99.97 100 23.87 23.38 2.05
1 000 23.82 23.56 1.07
web8 3 −5 98.86 98.86 100 5.76 5.83 −1.29
1 000 4.70 4.77 −1.40
Table 3: Results of a full hyper-parameter search (classification).
Hyp. (log2) MSE Time (h)
Dataset C∗ γ∗ ∗ SMO CSMO Cache SMO CSMO RTD
abalone 5 −1 −1 4.50 4.50 100 1.88 1.22 35.05
1 000 1.89 1.23 34.98
cadata 9 3 −1 3 066.52 3 066.53 100 11.50 9.25 19.53
1 000 10.55 8.71 17.39
cpusmall 9 −7 −4 0.03 0.03 100 13.38 9.70 27.47
1 000 14.17 10.56 25.46
ctscan 3 −9 −8 0.00 0.00 100 2 463.89 2 061.57 16.33
1 000 1 395.56 1 220.70 12.53
trajectory 1 −9 −3 1.00 1.00 100 177.45 174.64 1.59
1 000 25.00 23.90 4.39
year 3 −5 −4 0.59 0.59 100 6 546.59 4 637.68 29.16
1 000 1 112.44 894.21 19.62
Table 4: Results of a full hyper-parameter search (regression).
We first report our experimental results in Tables 3 and 4. Their left columns show the optimal hyper-
parameters for each classification and regression problem as well as the accuracy (as a percentage) or mean
absolute error of the optimal classification and regression models. As it can be seen, both SMO models arrive
at the same optimal hyper-parameter combination and obtain the same accuracy or error (this is also the
case in all our other hyper-parameter settings). The tables also show at their right total accumulated times
of the grid searches performed, as well as the relative time difference (RTD). Recall that we have applied
5-fold cross validation; accordingly, the times reported correspond to the 5-fold averages of the accumulated
hyper-parameter search times over each fold.
We can see that, in classification, CSMO accumulated times are always smaller than those of SMO (i.e., RTD
values are positive) except for the w8a dataset, where standard SMO is slightly faster. Conjugate SMO times
are clearly better for adult8 and cod-rna and also for ijcnn1, mnist1 and skin, although with a smaller
edge; CSMO is slightly behind SMO for w8a. Also, and as expected, the time differences are usually larger
for the 100 MB cache. The situation for regression is fairly similar with now CSMO accumulated times being
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smaller for all datasets. Here it has a clear advantage for abalone, cpusmall and year and, though slightly
smaller, also for cadata and ctscan; times are closer for trajectory. Again, time differences are larger for
the 100 MB cache.
We disaggregate the relative timing differences in classification over all the hyper-parameter combinations in
Fig. 2 for the 100 MB cache. Here we can see how there is usually an upper-triangle in the (C, γ) grid with
red-colored RTD values where conjugate SMO consistently outperforms standard SMO. It is also interesting
to see that, in general, smaller γ values (i.e., broader Gaussians) benefit the conjugate implementation but
only up to a certain threshold, from which SMO starts to be better. On the other hand it is quite clear
that CSMO outperforms SMO for larger C values (i.e., more regularization). We point out that the optimal
parameter combinations, shown with a green triangle, are often located in regions where CSMO outperforms
SMO. This implies, first, that conjugate SMO will be effective exploring these regions when searching for
optimal hyper-parameters (and more so if these searches have to be refined) and, second, that it will also
help training optimal models. Fig. 3 shows a similar situation for the (C, γ) disaggregation now using the
1 GB cache, although with a smaller advantage for conjugate SMO.
The (C, γ) disaggregation for the regression problems is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for 100 MB and 1 GB
caches respectively. Given that here we are working with three-dimensional hyper-parameter grids, we report
for each problem the (C, γ) disaggregation of the times measured working with the optimal  hyper-parameter.
The results here are similar to the ones for classification. We can see that conjugate SMO timings are smaller
for most of the hyper-parameter combinations in abalone, cpusmall and ctscan and also for trajectory
and the 1 GB cache. Times for cadata and year are more even.
Finally, we point out that while in some problems the hyper-parameter disaggregation shows a structure
favorable to Conjugate SMO, there are also other problems where such structure is not clear. But even in
these cases, we see that CSMO is competitive in almost all hyper-parameter combinations. Finally, Tables 3
and 4 allow us to conclude that in most problems the “winning” CSMO hyper-parameter combinations clearly
out-weight the losing ones.
5 Discussion
In this work we have proposed a conjugate variant of the SMO algorithm, the state-of-the-art approach to
solve the optimization problem required for training Support Vector Machines. As the original SMO, the new
Conjugate SMO, CSMO, can be used both for classification and regression tasks, and at each iteration it
only implies a slight increase on the computational complexity compared with that of standard SMO. In
practice, however, most of the complexity of both algorithms lies in the computation of the kernel columns,
since they account for around 75 % to 80 % of the running time. Some computational tricks such as the cache
greatly help in making the training efficient for datasets of up to 200K observations. Conjugate SMO further
improves on this by reducing the number of iterations needed for convergence, and thus it also reduces the
possibility of having a cache miss.
In addition, we have provided a theoretical proof of the convergence of a subsequence of the CSMO dual
multipliers and of the entire primal vector sequence to a dual optimum and the unique primal one, respectively.
We have also proved a linear convergence rate when the kernel matrix is positive definite and a non-degeneracy
property holds. These conditions are also assumed for linear convergence of standard SMO, but our proofs
follow different arguments and may have an interest of their own.
We have implemented Conjugate SMO within the LIBSVM library and have performed extensive experiments
over 12 classification and regression datasets, most of them with a large number of samples and/or features.
CSMO often outperformed SMO over a wide range of hyper-parameter values and, moreover, the total time
of performing a grid search with 5-fold cross-validation was lower for CSMO on all datsets but one, where
the difference was rather small. As a conclusion, CSMO appears to be always competitive and often the
best option for optimal hyper-parameter search. Also, once the optimal hyperparameters are found, CSMO
achieves most of the time a reduction in the training time of the resulting optimal model.
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Figure 2: Relative time difference heatmap with a cache size of 100 MB for the different C and γ values of a
full hyper-parameter search (classification).
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